The Engineers moved to another top-notch team Wednesday as Harvard defeated the varsity soccer team, 4-0. To the coach's server, the game looked like a sort of repeat performance of Trinity's 66 dash last Saturday. The Beaver offense was virtually unanswerable to bedazzle the Crimson line, drawing a blank for the entire game. Speed was the key to the win as the W kickers continually broke up the Beaver plays.
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On defense the engineers again faced the problem of being outmaneuvered. The fast and precise play of the Harvard team enabled them to maintain the Beaver goal, compiling a total of 32 shots during the course of the game. Excellent play by goalie Jeff Reynolds '69 kept the final score unaided than it was.

Harvard scored three of its goals in the first half, with one tallied in the first quarter and two in the second. After letting another ball slip through in the third quarter, the Beavers' defense tightened up and took the score for the rest of the game.

The Tech team played a good, hard game, and a definite improvement from last game. The game should be noted. This is even more apparent when one

Tech nine tops BSC, 9-3; Wheeler hits 3-run homer

By Joe Anglund

Tuesday afternoon witnessed the climax of a victorious fall baseball campaign. In the third game of the season the Tech squad engineered a 9-3 victory over an outclassed Boston State team.

Particularly noticeable during the game was the well balanced batting attack which had been somewhat missing earlier in the season. The Tech nine had been characterized by a very strong pitching staff, good fielding, and a rather sporadic offense.

Batter effective

On Tuesday, however, there was some speculating about the Tech attack at all, as Boston State pitchers couldn't contain the engineer's onslaught. The big game proved to be Bruce Wheeler '70 who blasted a three run homer in the ninth. Lee Bristol '69 who contributed two hit that kept the engineer's onslaught. The big guns proved to be Bruce Wheeler '70 who blasted a three run homer, Lee Bristol '69 who contributed two hit that kept the outclassed the Lexington squad. The Engineers won the first 114 game 9-3, which was followed by Don Donohue '70 passed to Dan Donohue '70 who was met by the net and flipped it by the goalie to give Tech a 4-0 lead. In the third period the Engineers scored two goals, and in desperation, pulled their goalie for an extra man, but hard skating by the entire MIT team and a fine performance by goalie Bruce Leslie preserved the win.

How They Did

Sweater

Harvard 5, MIT (v) 0
MIT (l) 2, Lexington HS 1
Baseball

MIT (v) 9, Boston State 3

Steve Clark had as many as the 400 yard freestyle relay and 400 yard medly relay teams. In addition to this, he swam in the 1000 Yard, 200 Yard, and 100 Yard freestyle. At the 100 Yard, he took a gold medal in the 100 Yard freestyle.

World record holder

However, in addition to these achievements, there is one other achievement of which Clark can claim for himself. Despite the fact that he gave up competitive swimming several years ago, he still rates the title of the fastest swimmer in the world. His world records in the 50 and 100 yard freestyle were still stand as 22.9 and 46.4 seconds respectively. Only the 100 yard time has been tied.

Last year's varsity swimmers went on the books as the best in Tech's history. It may be predicted that a consortium such as Steve Clark is here this year to help usher in the new era in Tech swimming.

Next Year, Sox

Tech's senior class is here this year to lead the charge at the hands of Trinity to edge Lon- don High School, 5-1 in a scrimmage Monday. The victory gave the kickers hope for a winning season, one of the few in MIT history.

Despite the low score of the game, the soccer team completely outlingued the Lexington squad. After Scott Huddle boosted the first goal, there was really no doubt about the outcome, despite the final score, Steve Clark scored the winning goal for the Engineers, as he played his usual fine game.

Signal goals

The Tech 1000 appears to have peeled off all of the top players from the league. A win over Miami with everyone who played confirm that Steve Clark was again a standout, making several difficult saves in the nets. The Tech teams move into high gear this weekend, with all three teams seeing action in as many sports. The faculty will attempt to improve their 1-1 record through a formidable schedule. Harvard will face Wesleyan at 2 pm Monday, October 16, at 11 am Tuesday, October 17, and 10 am Wednesday, October 18. The teams will face each other this year in the new era in Tech swimming.

Boots top Lexington

Tech's freshman kickers boosted their team to an early lead in the hands of Trinity to edge Lon- don High School, 5-1 in a scrimmage Monday. The victory gave the kickers hope for a winning season, one of the few in MIT history.

Despite the low score of the game, the soccer team completely outlingued the Lexington squad. After Scott Huddle boosted the first goal, there was really no doubt about the outcome, despite the final score, Steve Clark scored the winning goal for the Engineers, as he played his usual fine game.

Skaters edge Elks, 4-3; Pecknold scores two goals

By Scott Kilbourn

Tech skaters edged the Elks Club by a score of 4-3 Monday night in the Fall "B" league at Middlesex. The win puts MIT ahead for the season with two wins and one loss.

The engineers scored the first goal and never trailed in the tight contest. Wayne Pecknold opened the scoring in the first period when he carried the puck behind the Elks' goal and flipped it by the goalie to give Tech a 4-0 lead. In the third period the Engineers scored two goals, and in desperation, pulled their goalie for an extra man, but hard skating by the entire MIT team and a fine performance by goalie Bruce Leslie preserved the win.

One of the new additions to the Tech coaching staff is the assistant coach. He is on a young man named Steve Clark. Those of you who follow the sport of swimming probably recognize him as being the three-time Olympic gold medal winner from the 500 yard freestyle.

Steve is currently working with both the freshman and varsity teams. He is working with the various team members on their strokes and turns primarily. However, he feels that his primary function as a coach will be that of providing excellent coaching for the team. He hopes to show that being a good swimmer doesn't take away from the work and dedication.

The record

For those of us who are unfamiliar with Steve's record, it is quite impressive. His most impressive of these is in 1966, when he won gold medals in the 100 yard freestyle.